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Abstract. Recent experimental evidence has shown that wood–steel–wood dowel-
type connections exhibit a semi-rigid behaviour even after 90 min of fire exposure.
Because a semi-rigid behaviour influences the bending moment distribution among

structural members, considering the moment–rotation relationships within frame
analyses in which structural members are modelled as beam elements can enable a
realistic fire response analysis that is significantly simpler than the three-dimensional

finite element method. This study proposes an analytical methodology that accounts
for the thermo-mechanical behaviour of timber and dowels, enabling the simulation
of the non-linear moment–rotation relationships under fire conditions. The proposed
analytical model divides dowels into a series of elements on an elastoplastic founda-

tion and performs a direct stiffness method in a time-incremental procedure using an
element stiffness matrix derived from beam-on-elastic-foundation theory. This study
also presents the results of load-carrying tests on timber frames with dowel-type con-

nections performed under ambient and fire conditions. The analytical results were
consistent with the fire test results. Additionally, the analyses were also performed
under three conditions in which the dowels were rigid, linear elastic, and elastoplastic

bodies. These three results converged to the same value after 65 min of heating,
which suggests that the ultimate states of beams with dowel-type connections exposed
to fire can be modelled by assuming that dowels are rigid bodies.

Keywords: Analytical modelling, Dowel-type timber connections, Moment–rotation relationships, Fire

1. Introduction

The use of mass timber as a primary building material has seen a gradual increase
over the past few decades owing to its sustainability and aesthetic appearance.
Among the various connection types used in mass timber construction, the wood–
steel–wood (WSW) dowel-type connection is one of the most prevalent, which
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consists of multiple cylindrical dowels penetrating holes pre-drilled in the timber
and a slotted-in steel plate. Due to their semi-rigidity, the moment–rotation
response of dowel-type connections exposed to fire falls between fully rigid and
pinned responses [1]. Furthermore, recent experimental evidence has shown that
dowel-type connections wherein the dowels are fire-protected by wooden plugs can
resist both shear and bending stresses for longer than 90 min of fire exposure [2,
3]. Thus, considering the moment–rotation relationships in frame analyses in
which structural members are modelled as beam elements, such as [4], will enable
a realistic fire response analysis that is significantly simpler than the well-used
three-dimensional finite element method (FEM). This methodology has been
adopted for steel structures with the concept of the so-called ‘‘component
method’’ [5, 6], which mechanically models a joint as an assembly of springs that
exhibit load–displacement responses of the joineries; however, the application of
the component method to timber structures is unprecedented. Due to limited
experimental and numerical studies, dowel-type connections are generally consid-
ered pins in the structural fire design of timber structures.

Under ambient conditions, beam-on-elastic-foundation (BOEF) theory is often
utilized to model dowel-type connections, enabling the consideration of stress dis-
tribution along dowels arising from their deformation. Kuenzi adopted the BOEF
theory to theoretically describe the linear elastic deformation of a nail and bolt in
timber [7]. Hirai and Sawada subsequently implemented the BOEF theory to eval-
uate the load-slip relationship of a bolt within the elastic range [8, 9]. Analytical
models employing the BOEF theory have also been utilized for the elastic defor-
mation of a screw [10] and a dowel-type fastener in WSW connections [11]. Fur-
thermore, Tsujino and Hirai combined the BOEF theory with an incremental
FEM to address the elastoplastic deformation problem of a fastener in timber [12–
14]. Other studies that attempted to analyse the elastoplastic behaviour of a fastener
can be found in the literature [15, 16]. These single-fastener models can simulate the
load-slip responses, making them easily applicable to mechanical models for
moment–rotation relationships of dowel-type connections. Yasuda et al. applied a
single fastener model to analyse elastoplastic moment–rotation relationships of
dowel-type connections at ambient temperature [17]. Awaludin et al. expressed load-
slip relationships in an exponential form and analysed the elastoplastic moment–ro-
tation relationships under ambient temperature [18]. Guidance is also given by the
Japanese Design Manual for Engineered Timber Joints [19] on how to evaluate
moment–rotation relationships of dowel-type connections in the structural design of
timber structures under ambient conditions. In recent years, there have been some
studies on the fire behaviour of single fasteners. One notable example is the compo-
nent model proposed by Cachim and Franssen [20], which successfully simulates the
thermo-mechanical behaviour of single fasteners under fire loading. However, lim-
ited studies have yet been performed on moment–rotation relationships of dowel-
type connections exposed to fire.

Under fire conditions, most studies were focused on the behaviour of dowel-
type connections loaded parallel or perpendicular to the grain. Erchinger et al.
conducted fire tests on multiple shear dowel-type connections under tension and
developed a design model based on the reduced cross-section method to calculate
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the load-bearing capacity of the tested connections [21]. Audebert et al. employed
a three-dimensional FEM to simulate the fire behaviour of dowel-type connections
loaded parallel [22–24] and perpendicular [25] to the grain. Palma et al. also con-
ducted an extensive experimental program on dowel-type connections loaded per-
pendicular to the grain with various dowel arrangements [26]. Moreover, there
have been several attempts to predict the fire resistance of dowel-type connections
under fire loading by combining Johansen’s yield model with a three-dimensional
heat transfer analysis [27–29]. These investigations have implied that the charring
of wood side members shortens the effective length of the dowel. This causes the
yield mode to transition to Mode I at the ultimate state of fire, which is deter-
mined only by the embedding failure of the timber. In the past few years, there
has been a growing interest in investigating the fire behaviour of dowel-type con-
nections when subjected to bending moments. Dhima et al. conducted a fire exper-
iment on dowel-type connections in bending and used a three-dimensional FEM
to simulate both heat transfer and the thermo-mechanical behaviour of the tested
connections [30]. Li et al. and Luo et al. have presented an analytical model to
predict the fire resistance of dowel-type connections subjected to bending moments
[31, 32]. Luo et al. have utilized a three-dimensional FEM to simulate the fire
behaviour of dowel-type connections under both shear force and bending
moments [33]. However, these approaches are not compatible with fire response
frame analyses that use beam elements. To the best of our knowledge, no model
based on the component method has been developed so far for the moment–rota-
tion relationships of dowel-type connections under fire conditions.

This paper presents an analytical methodology that can simulate non-linear
moment–rotation relationships of dowel-type connections exposed to fire (non-lin-
ear M � h model). The non-linear M � h model is a mechanical model consisting
of springs that exhibit non-linear load-slip relationships of dowels, accounting for
stress distributions along dowels arising from their deformation. This paper first
outlines the theoretical model for linear elastic moment–rotation relationships [19]
(a linear M � h model), which serves as the basis for the non-linear M � h model.
Following that, the analytical framework for the non-linear M � h model is pre-
sented. This study also includes the results of load-carrying tests on timber frames
with dowel-type connections, performed under ambient and fire conditions, and
compares the results obtained using the linear and non-linear M � h models with
the experimental results to validate the models.

The superscripts and subscripts used in this paper are defined as follows:
Superscripts
T Time step number

c Convergence step number for determination of rotation centre.

Subscripts
i Element number

j Node number

m Dowel number

a Angle to grain (the definition range is [0, 2p], 0 when parallel to grain)
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2. Linear M� h Model at Ambient Temperature

2.1. Linear M � h Relationships

When a bending moment acts on a WSW dowel-type connection, the dowels con-
tact the slotted-in steel plate, thereby bearing the reaction forces equivalent to the
bending moment from the contact point, as shown in Fig. 1. The relationship
between the reaction force applied to the dowel and the displacement at the load-
ing point is generally called the load–slip relationship, which exhibits almost linear
behaviour in the elastic range at ambient temperature. Thus, dowel-type connec-
tions can be modelled simply in two dimensions by representing the load–slip rela-
tionships of dowels as linear springs. Each spring’s stiffness corresponds to the
initial stiffness of the load–slip relationship (slip modulus) that accounts for the
elastic deformation of both the dowel and timber. The assembly rotation, h, cau-
ses the springs to elongate or compress proportionally to their distance from the
rotation centre. The bending moment in the assembly, M , results from the reac-
tion force of each spring, which is determined by the product of the spring elon-
gation or compression and the spring constant. Figure 2 illustrates an example of
a spring model for dowel-type connections when the dowels are arranged in a ver-
tical line. As shown in Fig. 3, the linear elastic M � h relationships of the dowel-
type connections at ambient temperature [19] are expressed as follows:

M ¼
Xnd

m¼1

Kam � r2m

 !
h ð1Þ

where M denotes the bending moment acting on the connection, h denotes the
rotation of the connection, nd denotes the total number of dowels, am denotes the
slip angle of dowel m to the grain, Kam denotes the slip modulus at the angle am
to the grain, and rm denotes the distance from the rotation centre to dowel m. The
rotation centre under ambient conditions always coincides with the centroid point
of the dowel arrangement. Thus, rm can be expressed as:

rm ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
X 2
m þ Y 2

m

q
ð2Þ

where Xm denotes the x-coordinate of dowel m from the centroid point, and Ym
denotes the y-coordinate of dowel m from the centroid point. The slip angle of
dowel m to the grain, am, can be calculated using:

am ¼

p
2
� tan�1 Ym

Xm

� �
Xm > 0ð Þ

3

2
p� tan�1 Ym

Xm

� �
Xm < 0ð Þ

0 Xm ¼ 0 and Ym > 0ð Þ
p Xm ¼ 0 and Ym < 0ð Þ

8
>>>>>>><

>>>>>>>:

ð3Þ
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2.2. Slip Modulus

The objective of this section is to derive the slip modulus Kam using the BOEF
theory. The bending moment distribution along a dowel, M(x), can be expressed
using the deflection curve of the dowel, yðxÞ, that is:

Figure 2. Example of mechanical model for dowel-type connections.

Figure 1. Resistance mechanism of dowel-type connections subjected
to a bending moment.
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M xð Þ ¼ �EI
d2y xð Þ
dx2

ð4Þ

where EI denotes the bending stiffness of the dowel. When a distributed load is
acting on the dowel, the following relationship exists between the bending
moment, the shear force, QðxÞ, and the distributed load, qðxÞ:

d2MðxÞ
dx2

¼ dQðxÞ
dx

¼ �qðxÞ ð5Þ

Substituting Eq. (5) into (4) gives the following differential equation:

EI
d4y xð Þ
dx4

¼ qðxÞ ð6Þ

According to the BOEF theory, the distributed load applied to the dowel from the
elastic foundation qðxÞ is assumed to be proportional to the deflection, which is
�kad � yðxÞ. Thus, the deflection of the dowel yðxÞ satisfies the differential equation:

EI
d4yðxÞ
dx4

þ kad � yðxÞ ¼ 0 ð7Þ

where ka denotes the embedding stiffness at the angle of a to the grain, and d
denotes the dowel diameter. Assuming that the general solution of Eq. (7) is

y xð Þ ¼ ebx, substituting y xð Þ ¼ ebx into Eq. (7) gives:

Figure 3. Linear M� h model.
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EI � b4 þ kad ¼ 0 ð8Þ

Thus, the constant b is expressed as:

b ¼ �
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
kad=4EI

4
p

1� ið Þ ð9Þ

Substituting Eq. (9) into y xð Þ ¼ ebx gives the general solution of Eq. (7), which is:

y xð Þ ¼ ekax A cos kaxð Þ þ B sin kaxð Þ½ � þ e�kax C cos kaxð Þ þ D sin kaxð Þ½ � ð10Þ

where A, B, C, and D are constants of integration and ka stands for
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
kad=4EI4

p
.

For simplicity, the axial force within the dowel is ignored. As shown in Fig. 4, the
boundary conditions of the dowel are:

€yð0Þ ¼ 0; y
...ð0Þ ¼ 0; _yðL=2Þ ¼ 0; and y

...ðL=2Þ ¼ �p=2EI ð11Þ

where L is the dowel length and p is the reaction force. Thus, the integration con-
stants that satisfy the boundary conditions above are:

A ¼
3þ ekaL
� �

cos kaL=2ð Þ þ 1þ ekaL
� �

sin kaL=2ð Þ
4kad � ekaL=2 sinh kaLð Þ þ sin kaLð Þ½ � pka

and

B ¼ D ¼
1� ekaL
� �

cos kaL=2ð Þ þ 1þ ekaL
� �

sin kaL=2ð Þ
4kad � ekaL=2 sinh kaLð Þ þ sin kaLð Þ½ � pka

C ¼
1þ 3ekaL
� �

cos kaL=2ð Þ � 1þ ekaL
� �

sin kaL=2ð Þ
4kad � ekaL=2 sinh kaLð Þ þ sin kaLð Þ½ � pka ð12Þ

Using the constants of integration defined above, the deflection of any point of
the dowel can be calculated using Eq. (10). The deflection at the contact point x ¼
L=2 is:

yðL=2Þ¼eka
L
2 Acos ka

L
2

� �
þBsin ka

L
2

� �� �
þe�kaL2 Ccos ka

L
2

� �
þDsin ka

L
2

� �� �

¼ ka
2kad

�cosh kaLð Þþcos kaLð Þþ2

sinh kaLð Þþsin kaLð Þ �p

ð13Þ

Because yðL=2Þ coincides with the slip caused by the reaction force, the slip modu-
lus can be obtained by:
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Ka ¼
p

yðL=2Þ ¼
2kad
ka

� sinh kaLð Þ þ sin kaLð Þ
cosh kaLð Þ þ cos kaLð Þ þ 2

ð14Þ

Due to the anisotropic nature of timber, slip modulus Ka depends on the angle to
the grain. The slip modulus at the angle of am to the grain can be obtained using
the well-known Hankinson’s equation:

Kam ¼
Ka¼0 � Ka¼p=2

Ka¼0 � sin2 am þ Ka¼p=2 � cos2 am
ð15Þ

where Ka¼0 denotes the slip modulus calculated using the embedding stiffness par-
allel to the grain, ka=0, and Ka¼p=2 denotes the slip modulus calculated using the

embedding stiffness perpendicular to the grain, ka¼p=2.

3. Non-linear M� h Model at High Temperature

3.1. General Approach

Under fire exposure, the load–slip relationships exhibit nonlinearity because the
mechanical properties of timber and steel vary with heating time. As temperature
distribution occurs along the axial direction of the dowel, material properties also
exhibit distribution in the axial direction under fire conditions. In addition, when
the temperature of each dowel within a connection differs, the rotation centre
shifts with heating time. This chapter introduces the non-linear M � h model that
can take these phenomena into account.

The non-linear load–slip relationships are represented as non-linear springs in
the non-linear M � h model, as shown in Fig. 5. Within a given time step, t, the

Figure 4. Model of a dowel on an elastic foundation.
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relationship between the current bending moment, Mt, and rotation, ht, is given
by:

Mt ¼
Xnd

m¼1

ptm htrtm
� �

� rtm ð16Þ

where rtm denotes the current distance from the rotation centre to dowel m and

htrtm denotes the current slip of dowel m. rtm can be calculated using:

rtm ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
rtX ;m

2 þ rtY ;m
2

q
ð17Þ

where rtX ;m denotes the current x-coordinate of dowel m from the rotation centre,

and rtY ;m denotes the current y-coordinate of dowel m from the rotation centre.

Because the rotation centre position varies with the heating time, rtX ;m and rtY ;m
must be updated at each time step using:

rtX ;m ¼ Xm � etX � Xm and rtY ;m ¼ Ym � etY ; ð18Þ

where Xm denotes the X-coordinate of dowel m from the centroid point, Ym
denotes the Y-coordinate of dowel m from the centroid point, etX denotes the cur-

rent X-coordinate of the rotation centre from the centroid point, and etY denotes

the current Y-coordinate of the rotation centre from the centroid point. It should
be noted that the symbol ‘‘e’’ denotes Napier number when written in Romans.

Figure 5. Non-linear M� h model.
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When the clearance between the column and beam end is sufficiently narrow,
the heat flux from the clearance into the beam’s X direction is minimal. In that
case, the temperature gradient of the steel plate in the X direction is assumed to
be sufficiently small. As a result, the temperature difference that occurs among
dowels located in the same horizontal row is considered to be negligible. Thus, the
transition of the rotation centre in the X direction can be ignored, which means
etX � 0. The methodology adopted to determine etY at each time step is presented

in detail in Sect. 3.6. The current slip angle of dowel m to the grain, atm, is:

atm ¼

p
2
� tan�1

rtY ;m
rtX ;m

 !
rtX ;m > 0
	 


3

2
p� tan�1

rtY ;m
rtX ;m

 !
rtX ;m < 0
	 


0 rtX ;m ¼ 0 and rtY ;m > 0
	 


p rtX ;m ¼ 0 and rtY ;m < 0
	 


8
>>>>>>>>>>>><

>>>>>>>>>>>>:

: ð19Þ

Representing load–displacement responses of joineries with springs is the typical
mechanical modelling method utilized in the component method [5, 6]. In the
component method, it is generally assumed that bolts are short enough that their
deformations can be ignored, allowing loads to be expressed as a simple function
of displacement. However, unlike bolts used in steel structures, dowels used in

Figure 6. Model of a dowel on an elastoplastic foundation.
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timber structures tend to be relatively slenderer and the underlying timber is con-
siderably softer than steel. This implies that dowel deformation should not be
ignored when determining its load–displacement (load–slip) response. Thus, in

Eq. (16), the non-linear load–slip relationships for each dowel, ptmðhtrtmÞ, are

unknown functions of dowel deformation. To obtain ptmðhtrtmÞ accounting for the

thermo-mechanical dowel deformation, the non-linear M � h model divides dowels
into a series of elements on an elastoplastic foundation, utilizing the BOEF theory
and direct stiffness method in a time-incremental procedure as shown in Fig. 6.
The governing equation of dowel deflection (Eq. 10) suggests that the deformation
of the dowel depends on the embedding stiffness and the bending stiffness of the
dowel, given that the dowel diameter remains constant during heating, assuming
that the effect of thermal expansion can be ignored. Thus, by updating these two
element properties of the elements at each time step, the simulation of load–slip
relationships can consider the time history of temperature distribution and elasto-
plastic deformation.

3.2. Stress–Displacement Relationship of Elastoplastic Foundation

In non-linear M � h model, timber is modelled as elastoplastic foundation. Using
Foschi’s approach [15], the relationship between embedding stress and element
displacement, shown in Figs. 7 and 8, was assumed to take the exponential form:

ra¼0 T t
i ; v

t
X ;i

	 

¼ Kfh T t

i

� �
fh;a¼0 þ ku;a¼0 � vtX ;i

	 

1� exp

�Kk T t
i

� �
ks;a¼0

Kfh T t
ið Þfh;a¼0

vtX ;i

� �� �

ð20Þ

Figure 7. Element on an elastoplastic foundation.
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ra¼p=2 T t
i ;v

t
Y ;i

	 

¼ Kfh T t

i

� �
fh;a¼p=2þku;a¼p=2 �vtY ;i

	 

1�exp

�Kk T t
i

� �
ks;a¼p=2

Kfh T t
ið Þfh;a¼p=2

vtY ;i

� �� �

ð21Þ

ram T t
i ; v

t
am;i

	 

¼

ra¼0 T t
i ; v

t
X ;i

	 

� ra¼p=2 T t

i ; v
t
Y ;i

	 


ra¼0 T t
i ; v

t
X ;i

	 

� sin2 aþ ra¼p=2 T t

i ; v
t
Y ;i

	 

� cos2 a

ð22Þ

where Kfh and Kk denotes the reduction factors for the embedding strength and

stiffness, respectively, fh;a denotes the embedding strength at the angle of a to the

grain, ks;a denotes the initial embedding stiffness at the angle of a to the grain, ku;a
denotes the secondary embedding stiffness at the angle of a to the grain, T
denotes the element temperature, r denotes the embedding stress applied to the
element from the foundation, v denotes the element displacement, subscripts X
and Y denote directions in the global coordinate system of the connection, vt�1

X ;i

denotes the element displacement of element i at time step t � 1 in the direction of

the X-axis, and vt�1
Y ;i denotes the element displacement of element i at time step t �

1 in the direction of the Y-axis. The current embedding stiffness for each element,
ktam; i must be determined to calculate the deformation of the dowel at each time

step. Using the element displacements from the previous time step, t � 1, ktam; i can
be updated by the following equations:

Figure 8. Stress-displacement relationship of an elastoplastic
foundation.
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kta¼ 0;i ¼
@rt�1

a¼0;i

@vt�1
X ;i

¼ KkðT t
i Þ � ku;a¼0

þ KkðT t
i Þ � ks;a¼0 � KkðT t

i Þ � ku;a¼0 þ
K2
k ðT t

i Þ � ks;a¼0 � ku;a¼0

KfhðT t
i Þ � fh;a¼0

vt�1
X ;i

� �

� exp
�KkðT t

i Þ � ks;a¼0

KfhðT t
i Þ � fh;a¼0

� vt�1
X ;i

� �
ð23Þ

kta¼p=2;i ¼
@rt�1

a¼p=2;i

@vt�1
Y ;i

¼ KkðT t
i Þ � ku;a¼p=2

þ KkðT t
i Þ � ks;a¼p=2 � KkðT t

i Þ � ku;a¼p=2 þ
K2
k ðT t

i Þ � ks;a¼p=2 � ku;a¼p=2

KfhðT t
i Þ � fh;a¼p=2

vt�1
Y ;i

� �

� exp
�KkðT t

i Þ � ks;a¼p=2

KfhðT t
i Þ � fh;a¼p=2

� vt�1
Y ;i

� �

ð24Þ

ktam; i ¼
kta¼0;i � kta¼p=2;i

kta¼0;i � sin
2 atm þ kta¼p=2;i � cos2 atm

ð25Þ

The X-axis and Y-axis of the global coordinate system corresponds to the direc-
tion parallel to the grain direction (a ¼ 0) and perpendicular to the grain

(a ¼ p=2), respectively. The element displacements vt�1
X ;i and vt�1

Y ;i are calculated as

the average of the adjacent nodal displacements, which are:

vt�1
X ;i ¼

vt�1
X ;j¼i þ vt�1

X ;j¼iþ1

2
ð26Þ

vt�1
Y ;i ¼

vt�1
Y ;j¼i þ vt�1

Y ;j¼iþ1

2
ð27Þ

The derivation of the current nodal displacements vtam;i, v
t�1
X ;j and vt�1

Y ;j is outlined in

Sect. 3.4.

3.3. Stress–Strain Relationship of Steel

Figures 9 and 10 show the stress–strain relationship of the steel of dowels, which
was assumed to have a bilinear form. The bending stiffness for each element can
be updated using the following equation, assuming that the plane sections remain
planar, namely:
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EIti ¼ KE T t
i

� �
E Ilþ I te;i 1� lð Þ
h i

ð28Þ

where KE denotes the reduction factor for the modulus of elasticity of steel, E
denotes the modulus of elasticity of steel, I denotes the moment of inertia of the

dowel (d4p=64), l is the ratio of the modulus of elasticity to the modulus of plas-
ticity, and I te;i denotes the moment of inertia of the element i’s elastic cross-sec-

tion. The derivation of Eq. (28) is included in Sect. 3.4. I te;i can be determined by

the following integration:

Figure 10. Stress–strain relationship of steel.

Figure 9. Stress and strain distribution of a plasticized element.
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I te;i ¼
Z cti=2

�cti=2

Z ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
d4=4�y2

p

�
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
d4=4�y2

p y2dzdy

¼
I Case I : ðMt

max;i � Mt�1
i <MyÞ

I
p 2nti �

sin 4nti
4

	 

Case II : ðMy � Mt

max;i � Mt�1
i Þ

I Case III : ðMt�1
i <Mt

max;iÞ

8
><

>:
ð29Þ

where cti denotes the height of the elastic cross-section of element i (see Fig. 9), nti
denotes arcsinðcti=dÞ, Mt

max;i denotes the maximum bending moment that element i

has experienced before time step t, Mt�1
i denotes the bending moment of element i

at the previous time step, and My denotes the yield bending moment. If the bend-

ing moment of element i, Mt�1
i , is lower than My or Mt

max;i, the height of the elas-

tic cross-section cti is equal the dowel diameter d as the entire cross-section

remains elastic; thus, I te;i corresponds to I . Figure 11 shows the schematic diagram

of the condition branch in Eq. (29). The parameter nti in Case II is a function of

the bending moment of element i at the previous time step, t � 1, given below:

Mt�1
i

�� �� ¼
Z

ry � dA ¼ 2Kfy T t
i

� �
� fy

lI þ I
p ð1� lÞ 2nti �

sin 4nti
2

	 


d sin nti
þ d3

16
ð1� lÞ cos nti þ

cos 3nti
3

� �2
4

3
5

ð30Þ

where Kfy is the reduction factor for yield stress of steel, and fy is the yield stress

of steel. Because nti cannot be transformed into an explicit function of Mt�1
i , nti is

determined using the bisection method within the interval nti ¼ 0; p=2½ �. The previ-

ous bending moment of element i, Mt�1
i , is calculated as the average of the adja-

cent nodal bending moment, which is:

Mt�1
i ¼

Mt�1
j¼i þMt�1

j¼iþ1

2
ð31Þ

Figure 11. Condition branch for updating bending stiffness.
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The derivation of the nodal bending moment Mt�1
j is outlined in Sect. 3.4.

3.4. Element Stiffness Matrix Based on BOEF Theory

The main objective of this section is to derive the element stiffness matrix using
the BOEF theory. The element stiffness matrix includes embedding stiffness and
bending stiffness, which are updated at each time step using Eqs. (20) through
(31). The current bending moment distribution along element i, Mt

i ðxÞ, can be

expressed using the current deflection curve of the element, yti xð Þ, that is:

Mt
i xð Þ ¼

Z
ry � dA ¼ �

Z cti=2

�cti=2

Z ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
d4=4�y2

p

�
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
d4=4�y2

p KE T t
i

� �
E
d2yti xð Þ
dx2

y2
� �

dzdy

þ
Z d=2

cti=2

Z ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
d4=4�y2

p

�
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
d4=4�y2

p lKE T t
i

� �
E
d2yti xð Þ
dx2

y2 þ Kfy T t
i

� �
fy � lKE T t

i

� �
Eey

� �
y

� �
dzdy

þ
Z �cti=2

�d=2

Z ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
d4=4�y2

p

�
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
d4=4�y2

p lKE T t
i

� �
E
d2yti xð Þ
dx2

y2 � Kfy T t
i

� �
fy � lKE T t

i

� �
Eey

� �
y

� �
dzdy

8
>>>>>>>>>><

>>>>>>>>>>:

9
>>>>>>>>>>=

>>>>>>>>>>;

)Mt
i xð Þ ¼ �KE T t

i

� �
E lI þ 1� lð ÞI te;i
h i d2yti xð Þ

dx2

� d3

8
Kfy T t

i

� �
fy � lKE T t

i

� �
Eey

� �
cos nti þ

cos 3nti
3

� �
ð32Þ

where fy denotes the yield strength of steel, and Kfy denotes the reduction factor

for the yield strength. Assuming that the element is sufficiently short, the distribu-

tion of nti as well as I te;i along the element can be ignored. Thus, substituting

Eq. (32) into Eq. (5) gives:

KE T t
i

� �
E lI þ 1� lð ÞI te;i
h i d4yti xð Þ

dx4
¼ qtiðxÞ ð33Þ

The current distributed load applied to the element from the elastoplastic founda-
tion, qtiðxÞ, is assumed to be proportional to the deflection within time step t.
Thus, the deflection curve of the element yti ðxÞ satisfies the differential equation:

KE T t
i

� �
E lI þ 1� lð ÞI te;i
h i d4yti xð Þ

dx4
þ ktam; id � yti xð Þ ¼ 0 ð34Þ

Using Eq. (28), Eq. (34) can be written as:

EIti
d4yti xð Þ
dx4

þ ktam; i d � yti xð Þ ¼ 0 ð35Þ

Because the differential Eq. (35) coincides with Eq. (7), the general solution of
Eq. (35) has the same form as Eq. (10), that is:
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yti xð Þ ¼ e
kt
am ; i

�x A cos kt
am ; i

� x
	 


þ B sin kt
am ; i

� x
	 
h i

þ e
�kt

am ; i
�x C cos kt

am ; i
� x

	 

þ D sin kt

am ; i
� x

	 
h i
ð36Þ

where A, B, C, and D are constants of integration, and ktam; i stands forffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ktam; id=4EI

t
i

4

q
. As shown in Fig. 6, the boundary conditions of element i are as fol-

lows:

yti ð0Þ ¼ dvtj¼i; _yti ð0Þ ¼ �d/t
j¼i; €y

t
i ð0Þ ¼ dMt

j¼i=EI
t
i ; and y

...

i
tð0Þ ¼ dQt

j¼i=EI
t
i

ð37Þ

where dvtj¼i, d/
t
j¼i, dM

t
j¼i, and dQt

j¼i denote the incremental displacement, rotation,

bending moment, and shear force of the left element end, respectively. The node
number of the left element end coincides with the element number itself as the ele-
ments are arranged in a horizontal line. By substituting Eq. (37) into Eq. (36), the
deflection curve for each element can be expressed using the following integration
constants:

A ¼ dvtj¼i

2 � d/t
j¼i

4ktam ; i
� dQt

j¼i

8EIti k
t
am ; i

3,

B ¼ � d/t
j¼i

4ktam ; i
þ dMt

j¼i

4EIti k
t
am ; i

2 þ
dQt

j¼i

8EIti k
t
am ; i

3,

C ¼
dvtj¼i

2
þ

d/t
j¼i

4ktam; i
þ

dQt
j¼i

8EIti k
t
am; i

3

and

D ¼ �
d/t

j¼i

4ktam; i
�

dMt
j¼i

4EIti k
t
am; i

2
þ

dQt
j¼i

8EIti k
t
am; i

3
ð38Þ

With the values of all constants of integration, the incremental deflection of any
point of the element can be calculated using Eq. (36). The incremental deforma-
tions and forces at the opposite element end, that is x ¼ li, can be expressed using

dvtj¼i, d/
t
j¼i, dQ

t
j¼i, and dMt

j¼i by recalling:

yti ðliÞ ¼ dvtj¼iþ1; _yti ðliÞ ¼ �d/t
j¼iþ1; €y

t
i ðliÞ ¼ �dMt

j¼iþ1=EI
t
i ; and y

...

i
tðliÞ

¼ �dQt
j¼iþ1=EI

t
i ð39Þ

The incremental element end forces can then be expressed using the incremental
element end deformations. The element stiffness matrix is now expressed as:
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dQt
j¼i

dMt
j¼i

dQt
j¼iþ1

dMt
j¼iþ1

2
6664

3
7775¼

2EIti
sh2�s2

2ktam;i
3ðsh �chþs �cÞ

Sym:

�ktam;i
2ðsh2þs2Þ

ktam;iðsh �ch�s �cÞ

�2ktam;i
3ðsh �cþch �sÞ

2ktam;i
2sh �s

2ktam;i
3ðsh �chþs �cÞ

�2ktam;i
2sh �s

�ktam;iðsh �c�ch �sÞ
ktam;i

2ðsh2þs2Þ
ktam;iðsh �ch�s �cÞ

2
666664

3
777775

dvtj¼i

d/t
j¼i

dvtj¼iþ1

d/t
j¼iþ1

2

66664

3

77775

ð40Þ

where sh ¼ sinhðktam; i liÞ, s ¼ sinðktam; i liÞ, ch ¼ coshðktam; i liÞ, and c ¼ cosðktam; i liÞ.
Once the current embedding stiffness and bending stiffness of all elements are
obtained using Eqs. (20) through (31), the current element stiffness matrices are
assembled into the current global stiffness matrix of the dowel such that the sys-
tem can be expressed as:

dFt ¼ Kt � dPt ð41Þ

where Kt denotes the current global stiffness matrix, dFt denotes the current incre-

mental nodal force vector, and dUt denotes the current incremental nodal dis-
placement vector. Inserting the known values, shown in Fig. 6, into Eq. (41) leads
to:

dF t
y;j¼1 ¼ 0

dF t
/;j¼1 ¼ 0

..

.

dF t
y;j¼nn�1 ¼ 0

dF t
/;j¼nn�1 ¼ 0

dF t
y;j¼nn

dF t
/;j¼nn

2
6666666666664

3
7777777777775

¼ Kt

�

dUt
y;j¼1

dUt
/;j¼1

..

.

dUt
y;j¼nn�1

dUt
/;j¼nn�1

dUt
y;j¼nn ¼ htrtm � ht�1rt�1

m ¼ current slip incrementð Þ
dUt

/;j¼nn ¼ 0

2
6666666666664

3
7777777777775

ð42Þ

where the subscripts y and / denotes directions in the local coordinate system of
the dowel (Fig. 6) and nn denotes the total number of nodes. Now, Eq. (42) is
solvable, and the unknown nodal deformations and forces can be calculated. The
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current nodal displacement in the global coordinate system can then be deter-
mined by the following summations:

vtX ; j ¼ vt�1
X ;j þ dvtj � cos am ¼ vt�1

X ;j þ dUt
y;j � cos am ð43Þ

vtY ;j ¼ vt�1
Y ;j � dvtj � sin am ¼ vt�1

Y ;j � dUt
y;j � sin am; ð44Þ

vtam; j ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
vtX ; j

2 þ vtY ; j
2

q
ð45Þ

3.5. Element End Force and Reaction Force

Once all the current element end displacements are obtained, in Eq. (45), the cur-
rent element end forces can be calculated by equilibrium with the r calculated
from Eq. (22). As shown in Fig. 12, the current shearing forces and bending
moments can be calculated by the following integrations:

Qt
j ¼

Xj�1

i¼1

ram T t
i ; v

t
am; i

	 

� li � d ð46Þ

Mt
j ¼

Xj�1

i¼1

ram T t
i ; v

t
am; i

	 

� li � d � li

2
þ liþ1 þ liþ2 þ � � � þ lj�1

� �� �
ð47Þ

The node j ¼ nn is the contact point with the steel plate. Thus, the current reac-
tion force for each dowel ptm is obtained using:

ptm htrtm
� �

¼ 2Qt
j¼nn;m ¼ 2

Xnn�1

i¼1

ram T t
i;m; v

t
am; i

	 

� li;m � d ð48Þ

3.6. Distance From Centroid Axis to the Neutral Axis

The axial force caused by the rotation around the neutral axis must be 0. Thus,

the amount of ptm htrtm
� �

cos am was checked against the permissible error:

Xnd

m¼1

ptm htrtm
� �

cos am

�����

����� � permissible error ð49Þ
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If convergence was not obtained, the interval for the bisection method and the

current Y-coordinate of the rotation centre from the centroid point, et;cY , were

updated from the following condition branch:

et;cþ1
Y ;high;e

t;cþ1
Y ;low

h i
¼

et;cY ;high;e
t;c
Y

h i Pnd

m¼1

ptm htrtm
� �

cosatm>permissible error

� �

et;cY ;et;cY ;low
h i Pnd

m¼1

ptm htrtm
� �

cosatm<�permissible error

� �

8
>><

>>:
;et;cþ1

Y

¼
et;cþ1
Y ;highþet;cþ1

Y ;low

2

ð50Þ

The initial values, et;c¼0
Y ;high and et;c¼0

Y ;low, represent the distances from the centroid point

to the uppermost and downmost dowels, respectively. After redetermining rtY ;m
from Eq. (18) using et;cþ1

Y , the calculation is reduced from Eq. (18), with the cur-

rent slip increment htrtm � ht�1rt�1
m being recalculated.

3.7. Reduction Factor

The modulus of elasticity and yield strength of steel at elevated temperatures were
reduced according to the reduction factors recommended in Eurocode 3 [34].
Meanwhile, the reduction factors for the embedding stiffness and strength of tim-
ber were determined from available experimental data [35], because there are no
recommendations in Eurocode 5. The reduction factors are shown in Fig. 13. The
test specimens consisted of Japanese larch of the same strength class as the frame
specimens described later. Each specimen consisted of two glulam blocks con-

Figure 12. Equilibrium between element end forces and stress from
an elastoplastic foundation.
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nected by a 9-mm-thick steel plate, with two 16-mm-diameter dowels penetrating
the pre-drilled holes in the glulam blocks and steel plate. Please refer to Fig. 1 in
the reference [35] for a more detailed configuration of the specimens. The experi-
mental procedure [35] was as follows: first, the single-dowelled specimens (Japa-
nese larch) were heated for 1–2 h in an electric furnace with an air temperature of
100, 150, or 200�C; subsequently, the specimens were removed from the furnace
and covered with a heat-resistant glass cloth; and finally, the specimens were com-
pressed to obtain the load-slip curve, embedding stiffness, and embedding
strength. Each specimen was unloaded when the displacement surpassed 8 mm
and embedding strength was obtained. The temperature of the specimen was mea-
sured using two thermocouples attached to the centre of the dowel. The maximum
specimen temperature was nearly 100�C, which was recorded by the specimen
heated at an air temperature of 200�C for two hours. The reduction factors above
100�C were linearly interpolated up to 300�C referencing the reduction factor for
timber strength and elastic modulus recommended in Eurocode 5 [36].

The reduction factors were calculated based on the time history data of the ele-
ment temperatures. They were then multiplied to the corresponding mechanical
properties at each time step, as shown in Eqs. (20)–(31).

3.8. Load–Slip Relationships of Non-linear Springs at High Temperature

Figure 14 shows the analytical results, obtained using Eqs. (20)–(48), for the load–
slip relationships of the specimens at high temperature [35]. The results agreed
well with the available experimental results at 20, 60, and 100�C, which indicates
that load–slip relationships of dowels at ambient and high temperatures were
properly modelled in the non-linear M � h model. Figure 15 shows the flow
chart of the calculation procedure of the non-linear M � h model. All calculation
procedures were programmed in the programming language C + + .

Figure 13. Reduction factor.
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4. Experimental Program

4.1. Test Specimen

Two load-bearing tests were conducted on large-scale glulam frames under ambient and
fire conditions. The detailed configuration of the specimens is shown in Figs. 16 and 17.

Figure 15. Flow chart – Calculation procedure of the non-linear M� h
model.

Figure 14. Experimental and analytical results of load–slip
relationships at high temperature.
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Figure 16. Test setup.

Figure 17. Connection configuration of the specimen (unit: mm).
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These specimens consisted of Japanese larch with an average density of 0.473 g/
cm3. The cross-sectional dimensions of the column and beam were 300 mm 9 300
mm and 420 mm 9 210 mm, respectively. The column-beam connections were
wood-steel-wood dowel-type connections consisting of four dowels and a T-stub
slotted-in steel plate, manufactured with a 9-mm thick steel plate. The steel plate
had four circular holes with a diameter of 17 mm, while the beam had four circu-
lar holes with a diameter of 16 mm. To connect the column to the glulam beam,
the steel plate was affixed to the column using 20-mm-diameter bolts. A 1050-
mm-long steel beam was connected to the opposite side of the column. The beam
was lifted to insert the plate webs into 10.5-mm-wide cuts at the beam ends, as
well as to employ 50-mm-deep timber layers that insulated both plate bottoms.
Dowels with a diameter of 16 mm were then inserted through the holes to con-
nect the plates and beam. The length of the dowels was 130 mm, which was 80
mm less than the width of the beam, allowing for the embedding of the dowel
heads with 40-mm wood plugs that were used as fire protection for the heads.
The width of the clearance between the column and beam end was less than 2
mm to minimize heat flux from the clearance to the beam end.

4.2. Instrumentation

Temperatures within the cross-section of the beam’s midspan and both right-side
and left-side connections were measured by eight type-K thermocouples. The holes
prepared in the glulam beam to insert the thermocouples had the same diameter
as those of the thermocouple cables. Additionally, these holes were drilled from
the top of the beam and covered by ALC panels during the test to prevent heat
penetration that could potentially influence the thermal measurements. Before
inserting the dowels, additional holes were drilled on the surface of the circular
holes, and the thermocouples were inserted to measure the connection tempera-
ture. Figure 18 shows the temperature measurement points of the right-side and
left-side connections. Details regarding temperature measurement points, tempera-
ture measurement results, and related discussions have been previously reported
by Kikuchi et al. [37]. In the present paper, only the results of temperature mea-
surements at the connections, which are essential for discussing the experimental
and analytical results, are presented.

Loads on the specimens were measured using load cells attached to points D2s
and D7s. Displacements from D1 to D7s, as well as Dh1s and Dh2s, were mea-
sured with transducers installed at the displacement measurement points shown in
Fig. 16. In the ambient test, strain gauges were attached to the strain measure-
ment points S1 and S2 to measure the bending moment of the column. The strain
gauges were only attached to the left column.

4.3. Test Set-Up and Procedure

The tests were conducted in the gas-fuelled furnace located at General Building
Research Corporation of Japan (GBRC) in Ikeda, Osaka, Japan. In both ambient
and fire tests, a specimen was put inside the furnace with the attached steel beams
extending outside the furnace. The steel beams penetrated the relatively wide holes
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in the furnace walls, and these holes were filled with soft fibre blankets. During the
tests, the furnace walls did not support the steel beams due to minimal displacement
of the steel beams at the furnace walls and ends. Figure 19 shows the specimen posi-
tioned in the furnace. To apply vertical loads to the specimen, two hydraulic cylin-
ders were utilized at point D2s, mounted above the furnace on a robust steel loading
frame. The hydraulic cylinders installed at points D7s were manually controlled to
restrain the vertical displacements of the steel beam ends during the tests to ensure
that the dowel-type connections exhibited rotational resistance.

In the ambient test, the load on point D2s was increased until failure was con-
firmed. The load on point D2s rapidly decreased after the tensile surface of the
beam ruptured (see Figure 20). Therefore, the failure criterion for the frame was
assumed to occur when the load on point D2s recorded the maximum load up
until the point of rupture. In the fire test, the timber frame was exposed to the fire
according to the ISO 834 standard temperature–time curve on all sides except the
beam’s top one, imitating the presence of a slab on top of the beam. ALC panels
with slits at intervals of 750 mm were used to fire-protect the top of the timber
beam and prevent the panels from reinforcing the bending stiffness of the beam.
Before the heating commenced, the specimen was preloaded to 100% of the
design bending moment (28.5 kN at point D2s), which was calculated using the
reduced cross-section method recommended in the Japanese standard for 60-min

Figure 18. Temperature measurement points (unit: mm).
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fire-resistant timber structures [38]. According to the standard, the charring rate of
0.75 mm/min was assumed under fire conditions, and the dowel-type connections
were assumed to be pinned connections. The assumed cross-section after 60 min
of fire exposure consisted of a charred depth of 45 mm (0.75 mm/min 9 60 min)
on the three sides and the effective cross-section inside the charred layer. The fail-
ure criterion for the frame was assumed to occur when the load on point D2s
decreased to 95% of the preload. In the ambient test, with a loading span of 1200
mm, no connection failures were observed. To obtain the strength of the connec-
tions in the fire test, the loading span was increased from 1200 to 1800 mm, thus
intensifying the conditions on the connections by reducing the shear span.

4.4. Measurement of M � h Relationships During Experiments

As shown in Fig. 16, the specimens can be modelled as a simply supported beam
that is subject to bending moments from the beam-to-column joints, Mjoint, and

vertical loads on point D2s, LD2. The experimental results of the M � h relation-
ships, compared to results of the linear and non-linear M � h models in Chap-
ter 6, represent the relationship between the bending moment at the dowel

Figure 20. Specimen after the ambient test.

Figure 19. Specimen set in the furnace.
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location, Mcon, and the relative rotation angle between the beam end and column
head, hcon:

Mcon ¼ 150LD2 �Mjoint ¼ 150LD2 � 1050LD7 þMcolð Þ ð51Þ

hcon ¼ hbeam � hcol ð52Þ

hbeam ¼ arcsin
D4 � D5

420

� �
ð53Þ

hcol ¼ arcsin
Dh1 � Dh2

500

� �
ð54Þ

where LD7 denotes the measured load on point D7, Mcol denotes the bending
moment within the column, hbeam denotes the rotation angle of the beam end, hcol
denotes the rotation angle of the column head, and D4, D5, Dh1, and Dh2 are the
displacements (mm) at the corresponding measurement points. In the ambient test,
the strain gauges that were attached to the compressive (S2) and tensile (S1) sur-
faces recorded negative and positive strains, respectively, which means the col-
umns resisted a bending force. Therefore, the bending moment of the columns
must be considered when calculating the bending moment of the tested connec-
tions. The bending moment in an optimised roller-supported column must be
zero; however, in the experiments, the surface of the column base could resist
rotation owing to axial compression, which resulted in the pure bending of the
column. In the ambient test, Mcol was measured using:

Mcol ¼ Z � E eS1 � eS2
2

ð55Þ

where Z is the section modulus of the columns (4.5 9 106 mm3), E is the modulus
of elasticity of the columns (9500 N/mm2, [38]), and eS1 and eS2 are the strains at
the corresponding measurement points.

5. Experimental Results

5.1. Load-Bearing Capacity and Fire Resistance Time of the Specimen

Figure 20 shows the specimen after the ambient test. Figure 21 shows the load–
displacement relationship obtained in the test under ambient conditions. The verti-
cal axis shows LD2 and LD7, while the horizontal axis shows the displacement at
the midspan of the beam (point D1). A finger joint on the beam bottom near
point D2 fractured when LD2 reached the maximum value of 91.0 kN, leading to a
loss of load-bearing capacity for the specimen. Semi-rigidity was exhibited in both
connections, demonstrating comparability as minimal differences were observed
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between left and right LD7. Furthermore, these two loads exhibited proportionality
to the increase in displacement of D1.

Figure 22 shows the specimen after the fire test. Figure 23 shows the time–dis-
placement relationship obtained in the test under fire conditions. The vertical axis
shows the displacement at the midspan of the beam (point D1), while the horizontal
axis shows the heating time. The displacement is not zero at the beginning of heating
because of displacement developed during the pre-loading phase before heating
commenced. The specimen withstood 91 min of ISO standard fire, and the beam
bottom near the point D2 failed in bending. Figure 24 shows the time transition of
LD2 and LD7. Left and right LD2 were successfully controlled to be constant through-
out the test and sharply declined at 91 min when the specimen failed. While LD7 on
the left side recorded a relatively small value, both left and right LD7 remained
almost constant, with no observable difference in their behavior. The displacement
restraint at the ends of the steel beams was effective, and the rotational resistance of
the connections, in response to the displacement restraint, was exhibited.

5.2. Temperature of the Dowels in the Fire Test

Figure 25 shows the time–temperature relationship of the right-side connection.
The temperatures of the dowel ends (points T1 and T2) continued to increase

Figure 22. Specimen after the fire test.
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after the beginning of heating, surpassing 100�C around 50 min. While the tem-
perature of point T1 stagnated after 50 min due to water evaporation, both tem-
peratures then resumed to increase and reached approximately 280�C at 91 min at
the end of the experiment. The temperatures of the dowel centres (points T3 and
T4) continued to increase after the beginning of heating, with the temperature at
point T3 reaching 100�C around 67 min and the temperature at point T4 around
62 min. Neither of these temperatures reached the charring temperature of 300�C
until the end of the experiment. The temperature at T4 was slightly higher than
that at T3. This discrepancy may be attributed to heat influx from the clearance
between the top of the beam end and the column into the steel plate resulting
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Figure 23. Time–displacement relationship in the fire test.
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from the rotation of the connection. Nevertheless, given that the original clearance
was very small (less than 2 mm), the temperature difference did not reach a signif-
icant level.

Figure 26 shows the time–temperature relationship of the left-side connection.
The temperatures of the dowel ends (points T5, T6, T7, and T8) continued to
increase after the beginning of heating, surpassing 100�C around 40 min.
Although these temperatures stagnated after 40 min due to water evaporation,
they resumed increasing after 60 min. The temperatures at T6 and T7 increased
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Figure 25. Time–temperature relationship of the right-side
connection.
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more rapidly than those at T5 and T8, both reaching 400�C by the end of the
experiment. However, the behaviour of the temperatures at T5 and T8 after 60
min closely resembled that of T1 and T2. The temperatures of the dowel centres
(points T9, T10, T11, and T12) continued to increase after the beginning of heat-
ing. Due to the same factors influencing the temperature of the left-side connec-
tion, the temperature at T12 was consistently higher than that at T9 as well.

5.3. Deformation of the Dowels After the Tests

After both tests, the right-side connections were removed with a chainsaw, and the
dowels were extracted from the cylinder-shaped holes. Figure 27a shows the dowels
after the ambient test. Deformation remained in the dowels, especially in the top and
bottom dowels, after the test. This deformation is because the top and bottom dow-
els were farthest from the rotation centre, experiencing a greater load as the connec-
tion resisted a bending moment. Figure 27b shows the dowels after the fire test, and
no significant residual deformation was observed. This can be attributed to the slow
decrease in the mechanical properties of steel compared to timber, as illustrated in
Fig. 13b. Considering that all connection temperatures were below 400�C where the
strength of the steel decrease (see Fig. 25), the embedding strength of the timber
diminished gradually, while the steel retained its strength at ambient temperatures.

5.4. M � h Relationship at Ambient Temperature

Figure 28 shows the experimental result of the M � h relationship at ambient tem-
peratures calculated using Eqs. (51)–(55). As the strain gauges were only attached

Figure 27. Dowels after the tests.
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to the left column, Mcol in the ambient test was measurable only for the left-side
column. Therefore, Fig. 28 shows the experimental result of the M � h relation-
ship of the left-side connection. While the bending moment of the connection
increased almost linearly before 0.003 rad, the rotational stiffness of the connec-
tion increased after 0.003 rad. Figure 29a shows the left-side connection when the
load on D2 reached 22 kN. Since the beam end was in contact with the column,
the increase in the rotational stiffness is attributed to the contact between the
beam end and column. When the rotation angle of the connection exceeded 0.006
rad, the rotational stiffness decreased due to the yielding of the wood and the
dowels.

5.5. M � h Relationship at High Temperature

Mcol in the fire test could not be measured using strain gauges as they are not fire-
proof and cannot be used under fire conditions. Therefore, the relationship
between Mcol and hcol in the ambient test, shown in Fig. 30, was applied to both
columns to calculate Mcol in the fire test. Mcon under fire conditions were calcu-
lated by substituting Mcol in the ambient test corresponding to hcol in the fire test
into Eq. (51). It should be noted that this approach may lead to an overestima-
tion of Mcol in the fire test as the stiffness of the relationship between Mcol and hcol
depends on the bending stiffness of the column, which significantly decreases due
to charring under fire conditions. Therefore, in Figs. 34 and 35, the solid line rep-
resents the M � h relationship using the relationship between Mcol and hcol in the
ambient test, while the dotted line represents the M � h relationship assuming Mcol

to be 0. The actual M � h relationship is expected to be close to the solid line in
the early stages of the fire and close to the dotted line in the ultimate stages of the
fire, as the bending stiffness of the columns decreases due to charring. The time
transitions of hbeam and hcol in the fire test is shown in Figs. 31 and 32, respec-
tively. hbeam was calculated using Eq. (53) and hcol was calculated using Eq. (54).
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Figure 33 shows hcon calculated using Eq. (52). Little difference was observed
between the time transitions of left and right hcon.

Figure 34 shows the M � h relationships of the right-side connection. In the
pre-loading phase, the M � h relationship increased almost linearly. After the
beginning of heating, the bending moment increased with the increase in the con-
nection rotation up to 50 min, while the rotational stiffness of the connection
decreased with increasing temperature. At this point, the temperatures at points
T1 and T2 exceeded 100�C. Subsequently, the connection sustained a constant
bending moment because the increase in bending moment resulting from the
increased rotation angle of the connection was approximately offset by the reduc-
tion in bending moment due to the decreased rotational stiffness. Considering the
possibility that Mcol was minimal at the end of the fire, the right-side connection
could have resisted a bending moment of approximately 3 kNm at the end of the
experiment. Figure 35 shows the M � h relationships of the left-side connection.

Figure 29. Left-side connection when the load on D2 reached 22 kN.
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The bending moment of the left-side connection increased until 50 min. However,
the bending moment started to decrease after 50 min and exhibited an unstable be-
haviour after 70 min, even though the displacement restraint at the steel beam end
was sufficient. This can be attributed to the time transition of hcol, as shown in
Fig. 32. hcol of the left-side column declined rapidly at 30 min, followed by a con-
tinuous decrease and an unstable behaviour after 70 min. The measurement of hcol
of the left-side column was considered inadequate, and the accurate M � h rela-
tionship could not be calculated.
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6. Model Validation

6.1. Model Validation at Ambient Temperature

Figure 36 compares the experimental result with the result calculated using the lin-
ear M � h model (Eq. 1). The dotted line in Fig. 36 shows the M � h relationship
calculated using:

M ¼
Xnd

m¼1

kam � d � l � r2m
� �

h ð56Þ

Equation (56) assumes that dowels are rigid bodies, which in turn overestimated
the experimental result. Since the linear M � h model assumes the elasticity of
dowels and timber, the calculated and experimental results agreed well up until
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the rotation surpassed 0.003. However, at higher rotations, the calculated underes-
timated the experimental result, with a discrepancy of up to 25%. This discrep-
ancy is due to an increase in the rotational stiffness of the specimen connection
resulting from contact between the lower beam end and the column, a factor
ignored in the linear M � h model. When the rotation surpassed 0.006 rad, the
rotational stiffness of the specimen connection began to decrease owing to yield-
ing.

6.2. Model Validation at High Temperature

The time history data for element temperatures is necessary for the non-linear
M � h model. Ishida et al. previously developed a three-dimensional heat transfer
analysis program to numerically analyse the temperature distribution of the dow-
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Figure 34. M� h relationship in the fire test (right-side connection).
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els and the adjacent wood in the frame specimen. They reported that the experi-
mental temperature distribution agreed well with the numerical temperature distri-
bution [39]. The thermal properties recommended in Eurocode 5 [36] were utilized
in the analysis. The numerical temperature distribution obtained by Ishida et al.
was used to validate the non-linear M � h model. Figure 38 shows the time his-
tory data for the temperature distribution. In reference [39], a comparison is made
between the temperature distribution of the dowel and the wood 8 mm away from
the surface of the dowel. According to the reference, the dowel temperature is
higher near the steel plate, while the wood temperature is significantly higher near
the beam surface. To consider the temperature distribution of the dowels and the
charring of the adjacent wood, The time history data of the element temperatures
utilized in the analysis corresponds to the maximum value between the dowel tem-
perature and the temperature of the wood at a point 8 mm away from the surface
of the dowel. Figure 37 compare the experimental fire test result of the right-side
connection with the analytical results calculated by the non-linear M � h model.
Since the measurement of the M � h relationship of the left-side connection was
unstable, the M � h relationship of the right-side connection was used to validate
the non-linear M � h model. The time history of the rotations, ht, required in the
analysis (Eq. 16) was obtained from the test result calculated using Eq. (52)
(Fig. 33). am of each dowel was always assumed to be 0 in the analysis because
the dowels of the specimen connections were aligned vertically in a row.

As shown in Fig. 37, the non-linear M � h model agreed well with the solid line
during the pre-loading phase and until 50 min. The analytical result started to
decrease after 50 min and agreed well with the dotted line in which the bending
moment of the column was ignored. The time history data of the element temper-
atures used in the analysis is presented in Fig. 38. The temperature of all elements
gradually increased as the heating progressed and exceeded 100�C between 60 and
70 min. Due to the slower reduction in the reduction factors of timber above
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100�C than below 100�C (as shown in Fig. 13), the analytical result decreased
after 50 min, whereas they became almost constant after approximately 65 min.
Considering the possibility that the experimental M � h relationship is expected to
be close to the solid line in the early stages of the fire and close to the dotted line
in the ultimate stages of the fire, the non-linear M � h model simulated the experi-
mental M � h behaviour with good accuracy. After 80 min, the analytical result
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slightly fell below the dotted line, representing the lowest experimental result. This
discrepancy can be attributed to the higher temperature near the dowel head used
in the analysis (Fig. 38) compared to the temperature observed during the experi-
ment (Fig. 22).

To examine the effect of varying the stress–strain relationship of the dowel,
three analyses were performed, in which the relationship was assumed to be rigid,
linear elastic, and elastoplastic. Figure 39 presents a comparison of the three
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results. The other analysis conditions are the same as the analysis of the right-side
connection. The rigid and linear elastic body assumption of the dowels overesti-
mated the elastoplastic result until 65 min; interestingly, the three results con-
verged to the same value after 65 min. This result suggests that the failure mode
of the dowels was determined only by the embedding failure of timber, and not by
the formation of plastic hinges. This phenomenon can be described in Fig. 40,
which shows the bending moment distribution along the bottom dowel obtained
through the analysis of the right-side connection (Fig. 37). As illustrated in
Fig. 40, the centre of the dowel was plasticized at the end of the pre-loading
phase. The bending moment distribution reached its peak at 50 min and mono-
tonically declined thereafter as the stress on each element, calculated from
Eq. (20), decreased. The decline in the bending moment distribution signifies that
the stress–strain states of the plasticised elements entered their linear unloading
phase (Case III in Eq. 29) after 50 min, and their bending stiffness recovered to
elasticity, while the contacting timber was charred and plasticised. Accordingly,
the dowel exhibited similar behaviour to that of a rigid body, and the plastic
deformation in the pre-loading phase did not significantly develop during the fire.
As a result, no significant residual deformation of the dowel was observed after
the fire test, as shown in Fig. 27b. The convergence of the three results implies
that the ultimate states of beams with dowel-type connections exposed to fire can
be approximated by assuming that dowels are rigid bodies.

7. Conclusions

A theoretical model for the linear elastic M � h relationships of dowel-type con-
nections under ambient conditions was introduced (linear M � h model). Subse-
quently, this model was applied to develop an analytical model for non-linear
M � h relationships of dowel-type connections exposed to fire (non-linear M � h
model). To validate the models, two load-bearing tests were performed on large-
scale glulam frames, each under ambient and fire conditions, and the results
obtained by the models were compared with the test results.

In the elastic range, the linear M � h model provided satisfactory approxima-
tions of the measured M � h relationships. The result obtained using the non-lin-
ear M � h model agreed well with the M � h relationship of the right-side
connection in the fire test. The analytical result closely matched the fire test result
for the right-side connection until 50 min, after which both the analytical and
experimental results stabilized.

To examine the effect of varying the stress–strain relationship of the dowel,
three analyses were performed using the non-lienar M � h model, in which the
relationship was assumed to be rigid, linear elastic, and elastoplastic. Interestingly,
the three results showed little difference after 65 min as the stress–strain states of
the plasticised elements entered their linear unloading phase, and their bending
stiffness recovered to elasticity after 50 min. This result suggests that the ultimate
states of beams with dowel-type connections exposed to fire can be approximated
by assuming that dowels are rigid bodies.
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8. Future Work

The non-linear M� hmodel proposed in this study will be incorporated into the
fire response analysis model for timber beams based on [4]. This installation will
enable the simulation of fire behaviour of timber frames considering the semi-
rigidity of dowel-type connections. The numerical results will be compared with
the time–displacement relationship and fire-resistance time of the timber frame
specimen obtained by the fire test introduced in this study.
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